
Fall 2017 Course Descriptions 
 

ENG 221: Literature and the Environment 
Dr. Katey Castellano, MWF 12:20 – 1:10 PM  
 
As environmental issues have become a priority, interest in the environment has grown beyond 

the disciplines of the natural sciences and has become an important topic in literary studies. 

Literary analysis in the course will ask: how does literature shape our cultural understanding of 

the environment? Beginning with the Romantic response to industrialization, the course will 

examine the themes of environmental advocacy, place-based writing, the concept of the 

Anthropocene, and traditional ecological knowledge.  Moreover, by critically reading 

environmental literature in several genres—non-fiction nature writing, poetry, and fiction—this 

course will further engage students in the practice of literary analysis and close-reading. 

Students can expect to emerge from the semester with a working knowledge of the terms used 

in ecocritical and close-reading approaches to literature, skills for the construction of an 

argument within written literary analysis, and a better understanding of how to relate a literary 

work to its historical, political, and cultural contexts.  

 

ENG 222: Contemporary American Short Stories 

Dr. Thomas Martin, MWF 10:10 – 11:00 AM 

 

In this class, which fulfills the General Education Cluster II literature requirement, we get to 

immerse ourselves in reading and discussing the stories collected in our required texts—The Best 

American Short Stories 2011, edited by Geraldine Brooks, and The Best American Short Stories 

2012, edited by Tom Perrotta. 

  

To encourage close scrutiny, I will give six short-answer quizzes on our assigned readings. Our 

class will consist of many discussions, two exams, and one 2000-word paper of critical analysis. In 

our discussions, we will explore the relevance of many literary terms, including the following:  

point of view, round versus flat characters, gender criticism, figurative language, foreshadowing, 

backstory, motivation, insight, and dramatic reversal. 

 

ENG 222: Introduction to African Oral Literature 

Dr. Besi Muhonja, T/TH 11:00 – 12:15 PM 

  

The course offers an overview of African oral literatures, exploring form and style, relevance and 

function in specific genres including folktales, riddles, praise poetry, proverbs, children’s singing 

games, and songs. Through an exploration of spiritual, social, and political themes and content of 

African folklore, this introductory course highlights its memorialization and edutainment 

qualities. Students will encounter the aesthetics and philosophies of African verbal art 



contextualizing orature as part of the world sense and day-to-day organizing of communities. 

Discussed as central to oral literature will be the identities and roles performer/creator and 

audience/performer. 

 

ENG 222: Global Cinemas and Social Change 

Dr. Dennis Lo, MWF 12:20 – 1:10 w/Film Screening Mon 6:00 – 8:30 PM  

 

This course introduces General Education students to the themes, aesthetics, and social contexts 

of global cinemas, with a focus on films that explore shifting ideologies and cultural identities – 

class, gender, ethnicity, and race – in times of social change. Through weekly screenings, 

readings, and writing assignments, we will investigate how cinema acts as a social force in 

response to issues of geopolitics, globalization, colonization, nation-building, modernization, 

underdevelopment, migration, and social marginalization. Our survey of six major periods and 

various styles of socially-conscious global cinemas will span the continents of Asia, Europe, 

Africa, and the Americas. We will proceed in a chronological order, moving from pre-war 

(Japanese, European), post-war (Italian, Indian), new wave (French, Japanese, Eastern European, 

American), and third cinemas (Latin American, African), to accented (Middle Eastern, Chinese) 

and transnational cinemas (global co-productions). 

 

Complementing the weekly screenings are readings that present close analysis of films and 

filmmakers, as well as scholarship on the historical, aesthetic, philosophical, industrial, and 

political contexts shaping these diverse cinematic traditions. Readings will also include texts from 

various disciplines – film studies, cultural studies, and media studies – that introduce basic 

techniques and theoretical approaches for critically examining the films’ underlying political and 

philosophical themes. Writing assignments such as film analysis papers will provide students with 

opportunities to conduct more in-depth analysis of films, filmmakers, and industries. Our goal is 

to arrive at a deepened understanding of the stylistic and narrative strategies by which films 

shape representations of cultural identities, give voice to marginalized social groups, and engage 

in social critique and activism. 

 

ENG 222: Lyric Poetry 

Greg Wrenn, T/TH 3:30 – 4:45 PM 

 
This general education course is meant to introduce you to the pleasures of reading and writing 

about lyric poetry, which focuses on emotion rather than telling a story. William Shakespeare,  

Gwendolyn Brooks, Sylvia Plath, Walt Whitman, Robert Frost—they’re all lyric poets, and we’ll be 

discussing their masterpieces, along with those by the likes of Adrienne Rich, Natasha  

Trethewey, and Henri Cole, in order to learn the fundamentals of poetic craft. The course is also 

a wonderful opportunity to practice the vital skills of literary analysis, critical thinking, and close 

reading.  



 
ENG 236: Survey English Lit (18th Cen – Mod) 
Dr. Sian White, MWF 10:10 – 11:00 AM 
 
This course is designed as a survey of British literature from the late eighteenth through the 
twenty-first centuries. The readings selected are meant to be representative rather than 
comprehensive. Given the broad scope of such a class, we will narrow our view to approach 
these works in terms of voice and its relationship specifically to literary form. Questions we 
might ask of any one work include: Whose voice is this? What is the voice saying? What is the 
voice trying to communicate, and to whom? What impact do outside forces, powers or 
influences have on the voice (including social convention, revolution, industrialism, patriarchy, or 
colonialism)?  What does the speaker realize or not realize?  
 
This course will engage students in the practice of literary analysis and close-reading, and 
challenge them to understand the theme of voice against the backdrop of broader political, 
social and philosophical developments, paying special attention to the Woman Question, the 
expansion of Empire, and the challenges of modernity. Related subtopics will include the 
relationship of poet or author to the speaking voice; associated forms such as the greater 
Romantic lyric, the epistolary novel, autobiography, and dramatic monologue; how individual 
voices participate in or convey patriarchal, feminist, imperial and colonial discourses.  
 

 

 

 

 

ENG 239: Studies in World Literature, Literatures of Global English since 1945 

Dr. David Babcock, T/TH 5:00 – 6:15 PM 

 

This course serves as an introduction to world Anglophone literatures since 1945, with special 

attention to English as a global language with a colonial history. Our texts are produced in places 

where, historically, English has been the language of imperialism and colonization, ranging from 

the Indian subcontinent, Africa, the Caribbean, and North America. Keeping in mind this bloody 

history, we will consider what it means to think in terms of a “global” English literature today, 

and identify common literary themes, problems, and strategies that have arisen across different 

areas of the world. How do postcolonial writers go about using English for their own purposes, 

occupying a potentially treacherous literary ground? 

 

ENG 260 Survey of African American Literature  
Dr. Mollie Godfrey, MWF 10:10 – 11:00 AM 
 
This course introduces students to major authors, literary forms, and movements in African 
American literature.  We study the emergence and flourishing of African American literature 



over the past two centuries, noting common as well as diverging themes, techniques, and 
arguments over the coherence of African American literature as a genre. Throughout the 
semester we will explore antebellum, Reconstruction, Harlem Renaissance, Civil Rights, Black 
Arts, and contemporary writers in their historical contexts as well as make connections between 
texts across historical periods. Students can expect to complete in-class reading quizzes and 
group work, as well as three short essays and three exams. 
 

ENG 299: Writing About Literature 

Dr. Heidi Pennington, T/TH 2:00 – 3:15 PM 

 
This course introduces students to the English major by developing their familiarity with literary genres, 

important terms and concepts, and different approaches to literary analysis. With an emphasis on the 

processes of close reading, critical thinking, and revision, this course will hone students’ skills in scholarly 

writing and research. In addition, all students will be expected to contribute to in-class discussions of 

ideas and texts. 

 

ENG 299: Writing About Literature (ENG/IDLS Majors Only) 

Dr. Sofia Samatar, T/TH 9:30 – 10:45 AM 

 

This course introduces students to current methods of reading and interpreting literature, 

addressing a variety of genres and theories. Students will learn how to pursue sound research, 

hone their close reading skills, and develop confidence and poise in speaking about literary 

works.  

 

 

ENG 299: Writing About Literature 

Dr. Annette Federico, T/TH 11:00 - 12:15 

 

The purpose of this course is to build and reinforce good habits of close reading and careful 

textual analysis. We will learn how to pursue sound research, write great English papers, and 

develop confidence and poise in speaking about our encounters with sophisticated literary 

works. 
 

ENG 302: Dystopian Novels 

Dr. Sofia Samatar, T/TH 12:30 – 1:45 PM 

The world is ending--but how? This course examines dystopian novels published between 1948 

and 2013. We will study visions of political, social, economic, and environmental collapse, and 

the relationship between these texts and their geographical and historical contexts. This course 

also affords the opportunity to think about the connections between literary dystopias and our 

own historical moment, and to ask questions about the role of literature in society. What's so 

attractive about stories of the end of the world? Why do we write dystopia so much more often 

(and so much better) than utopia? What are the ethical challenges of dystopian fiction? 



 

ENG 304: Feminist Perspectives on Literature and Religion 

Dr. AJ Morey, MWF 9:05 – 9:55 AM 

 

American authors and their fiction about God, faith and religion in the American experience. 

While the religion under consideration is Christian, one need not be Christian to enjoy and 

succeed in the course, and we will begin with Elie Wiesel’s Night, which sets the stage for 

narratives in the shadow of the death of God.  Gender and race will provide a constant thematic 

focus through a variety of novels and short stories.  

 
ENG 308:  Introduction to Linguistics 
Dr. Sharon Cote, T/TH 11:00 – 12:15 PM 
 
Language is an essential part of who we are as human beings. It has been described as a 
biological imperative, as a communicative tool, and as an art. We all have extensive and subtle 
language skills and, indeed, we all have opinions about what is good or bad language. Few of us, 
however, really understand what language is. This course is a broad survey of the theoretical, the 
historical, the psychological, the biological, and the sociocultural issues related to human 
language in general and English in particular. Objectives for this course include the following: for 
students to become aware of how important the study of human language is to understanding 
human cognition, behavior, and society; for students to learn that knowing the "structure" or 
grammar of a language requires much more than just knowing a set of rules for good and bad 
sentences and to understand that the study of language is more than just the study of grammar; 
for students to recognize some general types of variation in different human languages; for 
students to recognize syntax, semantics, phonetics, language acquisition, sociolinguistics, and 
other subfields of linguistics and to understand basic concepts and issues in these subfields; for 
students to gain some perspective both on how much has been learned about language and on 
how many more questions there still are to be answered; for students to be able to apply 
general linguistic concepts and vocabulary to particular examples and to related fields of 
research; and for students to have gained a novice ability to read additional linguistic sources 
and to apply the information in these sources to language as they find it in the real world. 

 
ENG 310: Modern English Grammar  

Dr. Sharon Cote, MW 2:30 – 3:45  

 

In this course, we will examine the structure of the English language from a modern, linguistic 

perspective. Students will discover what it means to be a native speaker of a language and will 

develop a conscious understanding of a wide range of particular unconscious grammatical 

concepts, principles, and rules that shape our everyday use of English. More generally, students 

should come away from this course with a better awareness of what grammar rules are, of 

where they come from, of how they can be determined, and of the extent to which they are or 

are not fixed and comprehensive. 



 
ENG 311: Viking Myths and Sagas 

Dr. Dabney A. Bankert, T/TH 11:00-12:15 

 

“In this year terrible portents appeared and sadly affrighted the inhabitants…flashes of lighting, 

fiery dragons…and a great famine. In the same year they came to the church of Lindisfarne, laid 

everything waste with grievous plundering, trampled the holy places with polluted feet, dug up 

the altars and seized all the treasures of the holy church” (from the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, 793). 

 

For 200 years Viking raids terrorized Christian Europe. Yet while the Vikings are stereotyped as 

uncivilized brutes, they were skilled seaman and inveterate voyagers who traveled throughout 

Europe, the Middle East, and the Americas. They were avid traders and merchants; splendid 

artists and craftsmen; established in Iceland a unique Free Commonwealth; and were highly 

literate, leaving behind a rich poetic and literary legacy of heroic deeds and historical events in 

fictionalized form.  In this class we will study the myths and sagas of the Vikings who flourished in 

medieval Scandinavia from ca. 790 to 1000. The Icelandic sagas record ideas about art, warfare, 

religion, gender roles, and daily life. We will explore the northern medieval landscape that 

produced the sagas, consider how modern stereotypes arose and why they persist, and ask what 

lessons this complicated culture teaches about our own troubled world. 

 

 

 

ENG 316: Elizabethan and Jacobean Drama 

Dr. Marina Favila, TUE 5:00 – 7:30 PM 

 

Major works of British dramatists, excluding Shakespeare, from 1550 - 1660 

 

ENG 317: Shakespeare’s Tragedies and Romances 

Dr. Mark Rankin, MW 8:40 – 9:55 AM 

This course offers a rigorous overview of selected tragedies and romances of William Shakespeare (1564-

1616). Shakespeare is central to western culture, and one cannot be an educated, thinking person 

without possessing some familiarity with his plays. However, Shakespeare’s centrality can be deceptive, in 

that it rests upon the playwright’s posthumous reputation as much, or more, than upon any critical 

engagement with the plays themselves. People sometimes feel that they understand Shakespeare, or 

even that he is “easy to understand” because he "speaks to us" and offers "insight" into "humanity," 

without actually undertaking close analysis of the plays' texts. E.g., I might love 10 Things I Hate About 

You (1999), but this does not mean that I understand Shakespeare. I might think that Romeo and Juliet 

"comments" upon the nature of "true love" without understanding the conventions of love poetry that 

flourished during the 1590s or asking how Shakespeare might be satirizing those conventions in this 

particular play.  



Shakespeare is a product of his time as much as a shaper of ours. This means that he responded 

to medieval and classical literature in his writing, and that understanding of Shakespeare requires 

understanding something of the literary and intellectual traditions that he inherited and shaped. Chief 

among our concerns therefore will be reading Shakespeare's tragedies and romances in terms of their 

corresponding cultural, literary, and political contexts. We will emphasize textual challenges associated 

with studying the plays, and (as models for our own work) we’ll read and assess selected shared readings 

in Shakespeare scholarship. English 317 satisfies Intermediate and overlay (pre-1700 & pre-1900) 

requirements of the English major. It also satisfies the Author course requirement for the secondary 

education minor and counts toward credit in the Medieval & Renaissance Studies minor.   

 

English 330: The Nineteenth-Century Novel: Novel Readers 

Dr. Heidi Pennington, T/TH 9:30 – 10:45 AM  

 

You are an important figure in the nineteenth-century novel. Yes, dear reader, you! Through both content 

and formal characteristics, the nineteenth-century novel is markedly attentive to its audience as it 

explores how meaning operates in and beyond the text. Indeed, the protagonists of these novels are 

often readers themselves: readers of texts, and readers of the world around them. Real-world readers in 

the nineteenth century responded to their textual counterparts with a wide range of interpretive and 

emotional actions. Reading novels by Austen, Brontë, Dickens, Eliot, and others, we will study how they 

reflect the changing and distinctly novel experiences of life and literature in the nineteenth century. 

Examining some of the responses these novels have inspired in readers over the years (in letters, 

periodicals, and other outlets) will further illuminate how these works of fiction continue to challenge 

contemporary readers to reconsider the relationship between text and world. 

 

 
ENG 340: Modern British and Irish Literature  
Dr. Sian White, MW 2:30 – 3:45 PM 
 
This course focuses on British and Irish fiction from roughly the first third of the twentieth 
century, and how that literature highlights relationships between modernity and modernism, 
history and form, artistic theory and practice. Part of our approach will be to identify voice and 
view, looking to the formal, or narratological, choices that help shape our idea of the modern 
novel and short stories. Moreover, we will address the central themes in broader contexts, 
accounting for intellectual perspectives offered by colonialism and imperialism, as well as 
innovations in scientific theory, psychoanalysis, and mechanical and technological advances; for 
historical events and trends that include industrialism and the metropolis, The Great War and its 
affect on the home front; for questions of place that consider London and Dublin, the 
countryside and the continent, nation and home; for shifting values surrounding social mores, 
class distinctions, gender roles, propriety, and morality; for the place of the individual in the 
collective, and for a sense of community in a modernity that privileges the autonomous 
individual. Authors will include Joseph Conrad, Ford Maddox Ford, James Joyce, Virginia Woolf, 
D. H. Lawrence, Elizabeth Bowen and Jean Rhys. 
 



ENG 352: American Novel to 1914 
Dr. Laura Henigman, T/TH 2:00 – 3:15 PM 
 
"The death of a beautiful woman is unquestionably the most poetical topic in the world." -- E.A. 
Poe 
 
Not only the most poetical, for nineteenth-century novels are strewn with dead heroines as 
well.  We will examine the ways in which nineteenth-century conventions and innovations of 
narrative form both allowed sexuality into the novel and punished it.   
 
This course fulfills the pre-1900 overlay requirement. 
 
 
 
 
 

ENG 359 Studies in African American Literature: African American Graphic Novels  
Dr. Mollie Godfrey, MWF 1:25 – 2:15 PM  
 
In the last ten years, the motion picture and television industries have been dominated by 
content with its origins in comic books and graphic novels. Within this popular genre, a number 
of works focusing on African American characters have become renewed points of focus, 
including Storm, Blade, Falcon, Black Panther, and Luke Cage. African American writers and 
artists have also been increasingly turning to the graphic novel form as a way of making history 
accessible to younger readers (in Kyle Baker’s Nat Turner and John Lewis’s March, and Andrew 
Helfer’s Malcolm X); making novels more accessible to younger readers (in the adaptations of 
Octavia Butler’s Kindred and Walter Dean Myers’ Monster); experimenting with literary and 
visual form (in Mat Johnson’s Incognegro and Lila Quintero Weaver’s Darkroom); and radically 
renewing the superhero comic book form (in Ta-Nehisi Coates’ Black Panther, Kelly Sue 
DeConnick’s Bitch Planet, and Roxane Gay’s World of Wakanda). In this course we will learn how 
to read graphic narratives with the close attention we bring to literary texts; discuss the political 
and historical significance of both the narratives themselves and their production; read 
contemporary graphic novels alongside contemporary shows such as Netflix’s Luke Cage and 
vintage black comic books housed in Special Collections; and unpack the evolution of the black 
superhero and of black graphic storytelling.  
 
This course satisfies the Identity, Diversity, Power overlay. 

 
ENG 370 / WS 370: Queer Literature: Queer Identities, Queer Communities 

Dr. Dawn Goode, T/TH 12:30 - 1:45 PM w/Film Screening M 5:00 - 7:00 PM 

 

This course is an introductory survey of LGBTQ+ literary and social history. While the majority of 

our texts will be novels, we will supplement these with poems, short stories, and personal 

essays.  Through the texts of LGBTQ-identified authors, we will trace the evolving construction of 



queer identities and queer communities.  We will also explore how queer subjectivity intersects 

with other forms of social identity, including gender, class, race, and nationality. As a mandatory 

component to the course, we will view documentaries / films relevant to both queer history and 

contemporary queer reality. These screenings will take place Monday evenings from 5:00—

7:00pm. 

 

This course fulfills the English Major Overlay requirement for “Identity, Diversity, Power,” and is 

cross-listed as a Women’s Studies Minor elective. 

 
ENG 379: Literature and Empire: The Jewel in the Crown 
Dr. Debali Mookerjea Leonard, T/TH 9:30 – 10:45 AM 
 
In this course we will combine our study of British colonial writings on the empire in India (by 
Rudyard Kipling, E.M. Forster, and George Orwell) with contemporary Indian responses 
(Rabindranath Tagore, Raja Rao, and Bhisham Sahni). Together with works of fiction, which focus 
on a localized experience of colonialism (the Indian subcontinent), we will read a set of critical 
essays which will offer a global perspective on colonial and postcolonial writings. Some of the 
questions we will consider are: How did literature written in the colonial era represent the 
colonized, how did this impact those who were depicted, how did people deploy literature as a 
way of resisting colonial representations and exploring new ways of describing a postcolonial 
national identity? The course examines the colonial, nationalist and postcolonial shaping of 
individual and collective identities through literature; the intersections of race, gender, and 
nation; the crafting of a new idiom in English in response to both political and literary histories; 
the significance of choices of genre and form. This course fulfills the “Identity, Diversity, Power” 
requirement for the English major, it also counts towards the requirements for the world 
literature concentration and the world literature minor. 
 
ENG 380: Introduction to Film 

Dr. Dennis Lo, MWF 11:15 – 12:05 w/Film Screening W 6:00 – 8:30 PM 

 

This class provides an introduction to the methods of studying film as one of the dominant 

mediums of creative expression and mass communication since the early 20th century. We will 

examine how the language and aesthetics of film impact audiences emotionally and 

psychologically, as well as convey cultural values and ideas. Seminal films from a broad range of 

genres, countries, and periods will be examined through various historical lenses, including the 

technological innovations, economic changes, political transformations, and global cultural 

movements that informed cinematic developments. To foster a critical understanding of the 

important roles that films play in shaping various societies and cultures, students will be exposed 

to major theories in film studies and be equipped with the basic vocabulary of film analysis. 

In the first few weeks of the course, we will practice the basic principles of film analysis by 

focusing on how elements like narrative form, mise-en-scene, cinematography, editing, and 

sounds work in unison to create meaning. The following weeks present analytic frameworks that 



will help students develop an awareness of industrial and aesthetic alternatives to mainstream 

Hollywood cinema. The final part of this course builds upon these foundations to examine films 

from a global perspective. We will study the historical significance and aesthetics of films that 

question the ways in which political, economic, and social conditions have shaped national, 

racial, class, and gender identities. 

 

ENG 382: History of Film Since 1960 

Dr. Richard Gaughran, T/TH 3:30 – 4:45 PM, Film Screening TH 6:30 – 9:00 PM 

 

The course aims to look seriously at the history of film from 1960 to the present. We will 

examine various developments in the evolution of film, more or less chronologically, beginning 

with the French New Wave, sampling the Czech New Wave, eventually concentrating on the so-

called “Hollywood Renaissance” and the films that followed that fruitful period. Students will 

become acquainted not only with thematic concerns within the films of represented directors, 

but also with developments in camera use, mise-en-scène, editing, acting, etc.  
 

ENG 385 Special Topics in Film Study: Race in Hollywood  
Dr. Mollie Godfrey, MW 2:30 – 3:45 w/ Film Screening Fri 2:30 – 5:00 PM 
 
This course will investigate the conceptualization and perpetuation of race and racism in popular 
American culture by examining representations of African Americans in Hollywood films from the 
birth of film to the present day. Many of America’s most enduring antiblack stereotypes have 
their origin in blackface minstrelsy—stage-based racial caricatures which in the antebellum years 
became America’s first form of mass entertainment. At the turn of the twentieth century, 
blackface minstrelsy still retained its hold on American popular culture, and early American films 
drew heavily on the racist stereotypes and conventions of blackface. Although blackface 
performances began to fade from the screen in the late 1940s, many representations of African 
Americans in Hollywood films both before and after that point also had their origin in the stock 
characters of blackface minstrelsy. This class will begin by examining the relationship between 
blackface minstrelsy and some of the most prominent early American films, including Birth of a 
Nation, The Jazz Singer, and Gone with the Wind. We will then examine a series of enduring 
Hollywood paradigms by comparing Civil Rights era films such as The Defiant Ones, To Kill a 
Mockingbird, and Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner to more recent films such as 48 Hours and The 
Blind Side. We will ask how these paradigms have transformed, how they have remained the 
same, how they may challenge racist ideology, and how they may perpetuate the very racism 
they claim to challenge. Finally, we will compare recent Hollywood films such as Django 
Unchained and Glory to independent films such as 12 Years a Slave, Moonlight, and Get Out to 
see how mainstream and independent filmic discourses speak differently about race, racism, and 
representational politics. 
 
This course satisfies the Identity, Diversity, Power overlay by course directive this semester only. 
 



 

ENG 391: Intro Creative Writing Non- Fiction 

Jay Varner, MW 2:30 – 3:45 PM 

 

Through reading and writing, we will explore creative nonfiction, an umbrella term that includes the 

subgenres of memoir, personal essays, and literary journalism. We will explore the elasticity of truth and 

fact in our lives, while employing techniques such as character, point of view, dialogue, and others 

traditionally credited to fiction writers. Student writing will be discussed in both workshop and 

conferences. At the end of the semester, each student will turn in a portfolio with revised essays. 

 

 

 

 

 

ENG 391: Intro Creative Writing Non- Fiction 

Dr. Paul Bogard, T/TH 3:30 – 4:45 PM 

 

In this introductory level writing workshop we will study and practice the elements that make creative 

nonfiction such a versatile and vibrant genre, one that promises the creative writer a world of 

opportunity. Indeed, as the editors of the journal Creative Nonfiction explain, “We are always on the 

lookout for true stories, well-told, about any subject.” Course requirements include active participation in 

discussions and workshops; written responses to the writing of your peers; solid initial drafts and 

thorough revisions of your own essays. 

 

ENG 392: Intro to Poetry 

Ms. Lauren Alleyne, MW 8:40 – 9:55 AM 

 

In Poetry Writing, students will be introduced to the basic elements of poetic craft. Throughout 

the semester students will engage the following activities with the goal of achieving fluency in the 

discourse and practice of poetry: read poems and essays on poetics by various poets, present the 

work of a poet of their own choosing, keep a journal of notes, ideas, drafts, etc., write poems from 

prompts and exercises, workshop their peers’ work, revise their work based on workshop feedback 

and individual conferences.  
 

ENG 393: Intro to Creative Writing, Fiction 

Dr. Thomas Martin, MWF 12:20 – 1:10 PM, 1:25 – 2:15 PM 

  

In this class we will explore the underlying architecture of stories and find constructive ways to 

improve them. To that end, we will spend the first third of the class studying stories—many of 

them gleaned from recent editions of The Best American Short Stories—and reading Stephen 

King’s On Writing:  A Memoir of the Craft. I will give five short-answer quizzes on assigned 

readings from this writing text. I will also give many generative writing exercises in the first third 



of the class. During the rest of the class, students will distribute stories or novel excerpts of their 

own for workshops in which we will find ways to make their fiction more compelling.  

 

“The first quality of good storytelling,” John Gardner says, “is storytelling….You are trying to 

create a vivid and continuous dream in the reader’s mind and that dream is broken by bad 

technique.” You may be trying to create something quite different from what Gardner claims a 

“good” story should be. So, we will discuss your work in light of your apparent goals. And it may 

turn out that your drafts are not marred by “bad” technique. But revision is a crucial part of the 

process of discovery. “It’s one of the things writing students don’t understand,” Elizabeth 

Hardwick says. “They write a first draft and are quite disappointed, or often should be 

disappointed. They don’t understand that they have merely begun, and that they may be merely 

beginning even in the second or third draft.” 

 

 
ENG 403: Animals in Romantic Literature 
Dr. Katey Castellano, MWF 11:15 – 12:05 PM 
 
This course uses the perspectives of the field of animal studies to reread literature,  
art, and philosophy from the Romantic period. We will investigate the themes of the popularization of 

natural history, the rise of pet-keeping, the animalization of the working class, the visual culture of the 

menagerie, and animal rights discourse. Likely primary texts include Jane Austen’s Mansfield Park, 

Mary Shelley’s The Last Man, Thomas Bewick’s British Birds, and poetry from Anna Barbauld, William 

Wordsworth, S.T. Coleridge, and John Clare 
 

ENG 405: Advanced Studies in Anglophone Literature 

Contemporary Aesthetics of Profession in Anglophone Literature 

Dr. David Babcock, T/TH 3:30 – 4:45 PM 

 

Professionalism carries the promise of social advancement through fulfilling, important work. By 

becoming an expert in your field, you can claim a degree of autonomy from the crushing forces 

of the market, while also earning rewards in the form of social status, achievement, and high 

salaries. Nowhere is this more true than in the postcolonial world—the formerly colonized 

regions where professional advancement promises not only the ability to better one’s own 

country, but often the freedom to cross national boundaries and join an international 

community of experts. By tracing the aesthetic strategies of several important postcolonial 

writers, we seek to explore ways that literature tries to think through both the possibilities and 

pitfalls of professionalism. If professional expertise is in some way necessary for the 

advancement of a society, can it also introduce new political problems, such as inequality, 

authoritarianism, or vulnerability to neocolonialization? What do professionals owe to their 

countries of origin? What are the political and ethical implications of using one’s expertise to 

distinguish yourself from your compatriots? How does profession affect one’s relation to other 



modes of identity, including race, gender, sexuality, class, disability, and others? Likely authors 

include Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Mary Karooro Okurut, Jamaica Kincaid, Michael Ondaatje, 

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, and Amitav Ghosh. 

 

This course satisfies the Identity, Diversity, Power overlay by course directive this semester only. 
 

ENG 496: Advanced Topics in Creative Writing, “Health, Medicine, and the Environment” 

Dr. Paul Bogard, TU 5:00 – 7:30 PM 

 

In this advanced-level creative non-fiction writing course we will explore the many rich connections 

between medicine, human health, and the health of the natural world. We will focus especially on the 

personal essay and the narrative researched essay. Reading will include Paul Kalanithi’s When Breath 

Becomes Air, William Styron’s Darkness Visible, and Sandra Steingraber’s Having Faith. (Counts for 

Environmental Humanities Minor).  

 
ENG 407: Advanced Studies in American Literature 

Topic: Documenting the Undocumented in Contemporary U.S. Latina/o Literature 

Dr. Allison Fagan, MW 2:30-3:45 PM 

 

The figure of the undocumented immigrant – the alien, the illegal immigrant, the unauthorized worker – 

looms large in the American political landscape, even as the identities of those undocumented 

immigrants frequently and necessarily remain confined to the shadows. U.S. Latina/o writers have long 

engaged in efforts to bring the stories and lives of these immigrants into the light, to document the 

undocumented through fiction, nonfiction, poetry, film, and song. In this course, we will ask, how 

important is it to have papers? In a literal sense? In a literary sense? Why and how should we tell these 

stories? And who has the right to tell them? Focusing our attention on the Latina/o experience will only 

begin to uncover the full picture of what it means to be undocumented in the United States, but it will 

point us in important directions. Alongside questions of justice and injustice we will place questions of 

metaphor and materiality, thinking through the implications of the power of text, of documents, to define 

and redefine one’s identity. We will explore short fiction, novels, memoirs, films, and essays that 

complicate our understanding of what it means to be a border-crosser, an unaccompanied minor, and a 

deportee, as well as to be in search of or to offer sanctuary, freedom, and home.      

 

This course will include readings by authors including Jennine Capó Crucet, Luis Alberto Urrea, Salvador 

Plascencia, Demetria Martinez, and Tim Hernandez. In addition, there will be occasional required film 

viewings outside of class. Assignments may include short essays, a presentation, and a final seminar 

paper.   

 

This course satisfies the Identity, Diversity, Power overlay by course directive this semester only.  

 

ENG 407: THE TIME SIGNATURES OF THE AMERICAN NOVEL 
Dr. Matthew Rebhorn, T/TH 9:30 - 10:45 AM 

 



At the exact moment when the transcontinental railroad was completed in 1869, its backers sent 
out a celebratory telegraph announcing this achievement.  Yet, for all of the attempts to 
memorialize just this moment, the actual time it occurred seems to have varied: in Virginia City, 
Nevada, it occurred at 12:45pm; in San Francisco, it occurred at 11:46am; and in Washington, 
DC, this event occurred at precisely 2:47pm.  What these discordant times register is not the 
faulty technology used to convey this event, but rather, the way temporality itself was unfixed as 
the United States became a modern nation.  While “standard time” would become the norm by 
the end of the century, for most of the nineteenth century, there were competing ways that 
citizens were invested in temporality and understood the passage of time.  This course takes up 
this fascinating moment by exploring the way the American novel represented these dissonant 
“time signatures” both thematically (representations of time) and formally (representations in 
time).  Against the backdrop of industrialization, the first part of this course takes up novels by 
Hawthorne, Melville, Northrup, and Douglass to explore the way these authors represented time 
and disrupted how we make sense of time in narrative.  In the latter part of the course, we will 
zero in on how the post-industrial moment we are living in now has been represented 
temporally by contemporary authors, such as Don Delillo and Colson Whitehead.  From South 
Seas adventure tales to slave narratives to novels of the zombie apocalypse, the texts of this 
course will be guided by theoretical arguments and critical interventions culminating in a final 
project that will ask students to distill what we have been working on to create critically-
informed timelines of their own lives.  
 
ENG 410: Advanced Studies in Author: William Faulkner 

Dr. Richard Gaughran, T/TH 11:00 – 12:15 PM 

 

The course permits students to study in depth the work of a major American writer, William 

Faulkner. We will read and discuss several of his novels, in chronological order, with a view to 

comprehending his style and major concerns, including the meaning of history; the burden of the 

past; place as it impinges on individual life; the landscape of Yoknapatawpha County; tensions 

between tradition and “the modern”; race; miscegenation; the function of humor; storytelling 

and language; etc. Students will also sample the considerable critical literature on this major 

writer of the American South. 

 
ENG 410 Advanced Studies in Author: OSCAR WILDE & British Aestheticism 

Dr. Annette Federico, T/TH 2:00 - 3:15 

 

This seminar wades into the strange and brilliant writings of Oscar Wilde within the setting of late-

Victorian debates about the role of art in a modern industrial society. We will sample Wilde’s drama, 

literary criticism, essays, dialogues, letters, fiction, and poetry.  

Satisfies the “Before 1900” requirement for English majors. 

 

ENG 410: Advanced Studies in Author: Rushdie and Naipaul 
Dr. Debali Mookerjea Leonard, T/TH 12:30 – 1:45PM 
 



The work of the two acknowledged masters of modern literature, V.S. Naipaul and Salman 
Rushdie, belong to the genre of postcolonial writings. While there are some thematic overlaps in 
their work, they also differ widely in terms of style, treatment of subject matter and importantly 
in their intellectual and political trajectories. Through an engaged study of some of their most 
representative work—travel writings, short stories, novels and essays—this course will examine 
issues of identity, modernity, migration and exile, history as well as of narrative and linguistic 
experimentation. We will also address the ways that the literary works represent and challenge 
political thought and practice. 
This course fulfills the “Identity, Diversity, Power” requirement for the English major, it also 
counts towards the requirements for the world literature concentration and the world literature 
minor. 
 

 
 
 
 
English 410:  Literature of the "Rough South" 
Dr. Jean Cash, T/TH 2:00 – 3:15 PM 
 
A late-20th and early 21st century trend introduced a number of new writers to the Southern 
canon, writers born in the South into lower class families. Through their own efforts including, 
for many, the benefit of higher education, these writers provide a collective voice for under-
represented Southerners.  Unlike earlier writers who include the poor in their work, these 
people speak for them with realism and genuine empathy. To show the contrast, we will begin 
with individual works by Faulkner, Erskine Caldwell, and Cormac McCarthy.  Then we'll read 
novels by more recent writers:  Harry Crews, Tim McLaurin, Larry Brown, Dorothy Allison, Ron 
Rash and other even newer writers.  Study of this writing will introduce students to works of 
strong value which have often received too little attention by both critics and academia. The 
course will also exercise students' skills in critical thinking, reading, writing, and speaking. Course 
requirements include frequent oral presentations, journals, four formal papers, a 2,000 word 
research article, and reviews of literary criticism on the novels we’ll be reading. 
 
 

English 420: Introduction to Narrative Theory 

Dr. Heidi Pennington, T/TH 11:00 – 12:15 PM 

 

Roland Barthes claims that “narrative is international, transhistorical, transcultural: it is simply 

there, like life itself.” Barthes is only one among numerous scholars who point out the 

prevalence of narratives in—and thus their significance to—diverse human societies. Our 

thoughts, our daily language, and the media we consume are saturated by narrative forms. But 

what is “narrative?” How do narratives work? How do different narrative practices and 

techniques make meaning(s) in different times and places? In the twentieth and twenty-first 

centuries, the study of narrative has evolved into a complex and multifaceted field called 



narratology that strives to answer these and other questions. This class offers an introduction to 

the foundational concepts, terms, and debates that comprise the contemporary study of 

narrative across media. Introduction to Narrative Theory will challenge students with a rigorous 

reading schedule primarily focused on theory. In class, we will carefully trace the arguments of 

each assigned theorist, contextualize their ideas, and apply the analytical tools they proffer to 

the interpretation of narratives in literary and cultural texts.   

 

 

ENG 493: Advanced Creative Non-Fiction 

Jay Varner, MW 4:00 – 5:15 PM  

 

This advanced course will continue to build upon foundational techniques of creative nonfiction. 

We will attempt to, as writer Leslie Jamison says, “dissolve the borders between memoir and 

journalism and criticism by weaving them together.” Although the basis for any essay is rooted in 

personal experience, we will strive to look outward and connect to the world around us. Course 

reading will include a mix of the best contemporary creative nonfiction writing and also work 

focused on craft and style. 

 

English 494: Advanced Poetry Writing 

Greg Wrenn, TU 5:30 – 8:00 PM 

 
In this course, building on the lessons of English 392, we read and write poetic sequences, with an eye to 

publishing poetry chapbooks. Each week we alternate between workshopping your work and closely 

studying masterpieces by such poets as Anne Carson, William Shakespeare, Gwendolyn Brooks, Walt 

Whitman, John Keats, Natasha Trethewey, and Louise Glūck. Craft elements such as rhythm, rhyme, 

syntax, lineation, metaphor, and imagery are emphasized. Your final project consists of a 14-page poetic 

sequence of your own, the beginnings of a chapbook. While this course closely considers technique, it is 

ultimately meant to support you as you gradually feel into—and clarify—your poetic vision.  

 

ENG 496: Advanced Topics in Creative Writing: Life Writing 

Dr. Joanne Gabbin, T/TH 9:30 – 10:45 AM 

 

This course will focus on the practice of life writing, most commonly recognized as 
autobiography, done by African American writers during the last sixty-five years.  While life 
writing goes back many thousands of years, the term "autobiography" emerged in the late 18th 
century, a product of the Enlightenment and notions of self.  It resulted in major works of British 
and American literature in the 19th century and has flourished as a genre since the 20th 
century.  It is the fastest growing, most widely read, and according to many the most complex of 
all literary genres in the last five decades. The lively interest in autobiography outside of the 
academy has reached a voyeuristic status, but it has also created a new art.  While there are 
both anxiety and uncertainty in the critical literature concerning the definition  and/or 
boundaries of autobiography, it is clear that autobiography is, as scholar Jay Parini has argued, 



“the essential American genre, a form of writing closely tied to our national self-
consciousness.”  In this course, we will explore works by Jesmyn Ward, James Baldwin, bell 
hooks, James McBride, and Maya Angelou, among others.  The course will also include an 
opportunity for us to engage in some individual life writing, organized around such themes as 
significant ancestors, the formation of identity, the vocabularies of the self, and the relationship 
between subjectivity and memory. 
 


